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Abstract: This work presents the possibility of using computer image analysis to assess the quality
of fine-grained food mixtures. The research was carried out using a mixture of wheat flour and
algae. These types of ingredients are used, among others, to produce pasta, which is a functional
food due to its enrichment with algae. The tests were carried out for mixtures with different shares
of algae: 2%, 3% and 4% w/w. Mixing was carried out in a 3D mixer (Turbula® mixer), in which
20, 40 and 60 mL mixing vessels were placed. At the end of the process, samples were taken from
four parts (sectors) of the mixing vessels, and then photos were taken with a digital camera. For this
purpose, a specially prepared chamber was used, ensuring stable conditions for taking photos. The
obtained images were analyzed in the Patan® program, determining the color on the RGB-256 scale.
The obtained values were compared with the previously prepared reference specimen (simple linear
regression formula). Based on this, it was possible to determine the share of algae in the samples
taken and thus to estimate the homogeneity of the tested mixtures. The obtained results indicate the
high reliability of the proposed solution.

Keywords: Turbula® mixer; computer image analysis; food powders; fine-grained ingredients

1. Introduction

Many food products are in the form of mixtures, which in many cases, may consist
of a few or even several ingredients, e.g., spice mixtures and instant products. Interest in
these types of products has increased over the last 20 years [1]. A popular statement says
that food products that have undergone significant grinding are of low quality and less
valuable [2].

Mixing in the food industry refers to the process of combining two or more ingredi-
ents in order to achieve a certain level of homogeneity. It is one of the most important
production steps affecting the quality of the final product. Food powders can have different
characteristics such as particle size, brittleness, viscosity, etc. This diversity favors the
segregation process (opposite to mixing) and limits the potential to create homogeneous
mixtures [1–3]. Moreover, it affects the powder behavior during multiple processes such as
storage, transport, mixing and compression [4]. The literature on powder mixing is quite
broad, but the understanding of the process (especially the mixture state during mixing,
the tendency to separate or the kinetics) is still insufficient and needs to be improved [5,6].
It is therefore required to conduct research in order to provide efficient tools that will
improve process efficiency and solve the most common problems [2]. One of the key issues
is determining the mixing time that will allow obtaining a mixture of the correct quality
(homogeneity and uniformity). Defining the right time in terms of quality and economics
is a direct result of kinetics [6–8]. It is especially important before the product leaves the
processing line. This allows for an appropriate reaction and corrective measures to be taken
in order to achieve the appropriate homogeneity of the mixture [9,10].

Assessing the homogeneity of powders is a major challenge for engineers. Quality, in
this case, is a subjective notion, and there is no single universal definition of homogeneity.
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Moreover, there is no single universal methodology to determine the homogeneity of
powder mixtures [1]. The required degree of mixing may vary depending on the purpose
of the blend [11]. Measuring the homogeneity of fine-grained mixtures comes down to
determining the concentration level (share) of each key component (tracer) in the samples.
Methods such as liquid or gas chromatography are usually used to determine the tracer
fraction (dissolution of the powder) [1]. In the case of feed, several indicator methods have
been developed and tested, including chlorides [12–14], vitamin B12, zinc, copper [14],
microtracers [13,15,16] and fluorescent substances [17]. Most of these methods are time-
consuming and expensive (especially those based on chemical analysis). Others require
the introduction of a foreign component into the mixing process, called a tracer (such
as microtracers or fluorescent tracers). It is sometimes possible to physically separate
the components and measure their share. However, this task is very difficult in the case
of powders [1]. For nearly two decades, research on new methods for assessing the
homogeneity of such mixes has been conducted and published [1]. Among them, the use
of computer image analysis has attracted particular interest. Thus, for many years, the
authors of this work interested in this tool have been testing its capabilities in assessing
the homogeneity of granular mixtures. However, recently, a workbench was developed
based on binary and multicomponent mixtures of whole grains (not ground) [18,19]. In
the latest tests, interesting results have been obtained by combining the fluorescence
phenomenon and computer image analysis to assess the homogeneity of components
subjected to grinding [17,18,20,21]. Excellent results have been obtained for vision systems
based on grayscale image analysis [22]. Research in this area was carried out, among
others, by Realpe and Velảzquez [22]. In their study, the fraction of the key component
was estimated on the basis of values in grayscale (0–255) and compared with the prepared
standard. The tests were performed on two-component granular mixtures: lactose and
chocolate, blue lactose and chocolate, and blue lactose and cellulose. A similar solution was
used by Mayer et al. [23]. In the mixing of couscous (colored in black) with white lactose
powder, the analysis of the key ingredient (lactose) was conducted by grayscale analysis
(0–255), followed by binarization (0 and 1) [23]. Garth used L*a*b* color values to assess the
homogeneity of fortified dairy powder. To obtain a color difference, red iron oxide pigment
powder was introduced into the mixture [24]. Based on these reports and the authors’
experience, it was decided to test the RGB-256 scale and experimentally prepare standard
specimens for assessing the contribution of the key ingredient (and thus the homogeneity
of the mixture) while mixing components used in food production: wheat flour and algae.

The mixing device, which was used in the present research, also seems to be interesting.
The authors used a 3D mixer (also known as a tubular powder mixer or a tumbler powder
mixer). The Turbula® mixer was used in laboratory research and industry to test powder
preparations in the 1990s. Research with this device is still being carried out [23,25,26].
The mixing vessel (max. 2 L capacity) is placed in a special structure that moves in
many directions (horizontal movement, three-dimensional rotation) to realize the various
movements of the mixed materials. The material is subjected to a constantly changing,
rhythmically pulsating motion [27]. This mixer has been used, so far, to mix materials with
various properties, such as minerals [28], drugs [29], food components [23] or cohesive
materials [30]. The authors decided to use the capabilities of this device in mixing powders
used for food production, e.g., pasta.

The main aim of this study is to determine whether image analysis in the RGB scale
can be used to assess the homogeneity of two-component fine-grained systems (wheat
flour–algae) with a slight share of algae. In other words, will the analysis of the photos
of the mixture based on the RGB scale allow obtaining information about the content
(quantitative method) of the key component (algae)? Therefore, in the first step, a standard
specimen (set) of the powder mixtures from 0% to 10% w/w of algae in 1% intervals
was prepared. The dependence of the color number (obtained by analyzing the image
of the samples) on the percentage share of the tracer (algae) was determined. Then, the
mathematical relationship was used to assess the share of algae (in% w/w) after mixing in
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the Turbula® mixer. The main research problem was formulated into the question: Will
image analysis in the RGB scale be precise enough (sufficient) to capture the difference
in the color of the mixture samples with a slight share of the tracer (a few percent)? The
answer to this question is important for the possibility of using this tool in industrial
conditions, where additives are present in slight amounts (a few percent).

2. Materials and Methods

The first step of the research was the development of a pattern (standard specimen) in
which a given share of algae (% w/w) was represented by a color number calculated by
RGB values. For this, a set of powder mixtures (wheat flour and algae) from 0% to 10% w/w
of the main component (algae) in 1% intervals was prepared. From each mixture, three
samples were taken and placed in the chamber prepared for taking pictures. The samples
were different in color (Figure 1). The obtained photos were analyzed in the dedicated
Patan® program (by Krótkiewicz), determining for each sample three values, respectively,
for the RGB scale. Then, the color number (R*65,536 + G*256 + B) was calculated [31]. It
turned out that the obtained RGB values for the samples were different depending on the
given wt.% of the algae. Moreover, it can be described by a negative linear correlation,
where the color number decreases with the proportion of algae share. The intensity of the
linear correlation is very high, with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of −0.9792. Based on
this, a simple linear regression was used (least-squares fitting) for the color number and
algae proportion variables (Figure 2). This mathematical representation yielded a very high
coefficient of determination of 0.9588 and was then used to determine the share of algae in
the tested samples. The procedure for obtaining the photos and computer image analysis
was the same for all the performed tests, i.e., during the evaluation of the tracer fraction in
mixtures of algae with wheat flour (the methodology is described later in the paper).

Mixing of powders containing algae of different fractions (2%, 3% and 4% w/w) and
wheat flour was carried out. Wheat flour is an ingredient commonly used in the food
industry, and algae are an excellent additive for improving the health properties of the final
product, giving the possibility to include it in the so-called functional food category [32].
The characteristics of the ingredients used are presented in Table 1. Algae (chlorella), in this
case, was treated as a key ingredient. In powder technology, the assessment of homogeneity
is most often based on measuring the concentration of the selected key ingredient (the
so-called tracer). Depending on the type of tracer, its content is marked differently [3].
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Table 1. Characteristics of the materials used for mixing.

Parameter Algae Wheat Flour

Geometric weighted mean of particle size dg (mm) 0.16 0.24
Humidity (%) 4.61 7.98

The weighed-out amounts of the individual ingredients were placed in a 20, 40 and
60 mL mixing vessel with a 65% filling ratio (Table 2). However, the flour was placed in
the lower part of the vessel and algae in the upper part. The vessel was made of plastic.
The mixing process was carried out in the Turbula® T2C mixer (Willy A. Bachofen AG
Maschinenfabrik, Basel, Figure 3). This model has a mixing chamber (cage) that can hold
a vessel with a capacity of up to 2 L and a rotational speed from 22 to 96 rpm [33]. The
technical parameters of the unit and the mixing vessel used for the tests are presented in
Table 3.

Table 2. Mixture compositions.

Parameter Algae Wheat Flour Mixture

Mixture 1
Mixing ratio (%) 2 98 100

Mass of constituents a (mg) 0.26/0.52/0.78 12.74/25.48/38.22 13/26/39
Mixture 2

Mixing ratio (%) 3 97 100
Mass of constituents a (mg) 0.39/0.78/1.17 12.61/25.22/37.83 13/26/39

Mixture 3
Mixing ratio (%) 4 96 100

Mass of constituents a (mg) 0.52/1.04/1.56 12.48/24.96/37.44 13/26/39
a For the 20, 40 and 60 mL mixing vessel, respectively.
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Table 3. Mixer parameters of Turbula® Type T2C.

Parameter Turbula Mixer

Volume of the vessel (mL) 20/40/60
Diameter of the vessel (mm) 37
Length of the vessel (mm) 19/38/57

Rotational speed of mixer (rpm) 67

The time of mixing was 45 s. After the process was completed, samples were taken
from four parts (sectors) of the mixing vessel (three samples from each sector). Then,
samples were placed in the chamber on prepared plates with circular holes 23 mm in
diameter and 5 mm high. The weight of a single sample was 1 mg. The chamber was made
of a material resistant to daylight. Therefore, it guaranteed the invariability of parameters
during the acquisition of images, which is very important [34]. The samples were evenly
illuminated with two T5 8W/642 lamps. The photos were taken with a digital camera
(16 MP Panasonic Lumix DMC G7, Hamburg, Germany), which was installed in the upper
part of the chamber, directly above the mixture samples. Then, based on the dedicated
Patan® program (by Krótkiewicz), RGB-256 scale values were determined for each sample
photo. The obtained values (R, G and B) were converted into a color number in accordance
with the previously presented formula. In the next step, the previously prepared standard
was used (Figure 2). Based on the proposed formula of simple linear regression, the
fraction of algae in the taken samples was estimated. Based on this, the content of the key
ingredient (algae) was obtained for each series of tests, i.e., depending on the amount of
algae introduced and the capacity of the mixing vessel. The obtained data were then used
to calculate the coefficient of variation (100 × standard deviation/mean) as a homogeneity
index.

The whole procedure is summarized in Figure 4. Each test was performed in three
repetitions.
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3. Results

The results of algae fraction and the coefficient of variation are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Assessment of algae fraction and the coefficient of variation.

Vessel Capacity
(mL)

Assigned Share
of Algae (%)

Number of
Sample Color Number a Share of Algae

(%) a,b CV (%)

20

2

1 11,858,063 ± 427,954 2.47 ± 1.14

12.13
2 11,617,468 ± 55,078 3.11 ± 0.15
3 11,889,742 ± 106,825 2.39 ± 0.28
4 11,627,086 ± 160,509 3.09 ± 0.43

3

1 11,481,165 ± 198,211 3.47 ± 0.53

2.13
2 11,508,667 ± 145,946 3.40 ± 0.39
3 11,495,189 ± 83,518 3.44 ± 0.22
4 11,434,678 ± 90,323 3.60 ± 0.24

4

1 11,387,343 ± 35,841 3.72 ± 0.10

3.15
2 11,304,299 ± 80,170 3.94 ± 0.21
3 11,415,133 ± 68,708 3.65 ± 0.18
4 11,324,020 ± 91,742 3.89 ± 0.24

40

2

1 11,802,365 ± 183,960 2.62 ± 0.49

2.21
2 11,740,319 ± 65,599 2.79 ± 0.17
3 11,781,122 ± 71,260 2.68 ± 0.19
4 11,779,214 ± 63,645 2.68 ± 0.17

3

1 11,460,124 ± 63,715 3.53 ± 0.17

3.61
2 11,556,436 ± 110,043 3.27 ± 0.29
3 11,490,209 ± 49,729 3.45 ± 0.13
4 11,428,864 ± 84,112 3.61 ± 0.22

4

1 11,344,044 ± 45,510 3.84 ± 0.12

3.26
2 11,283,480 ± 50,881 4.00 ± 0.14
3 11,227,395 ± 33,613 4.15 ± 0.09
4 11,344,248 ± 12,074 3.84 ± 0.03
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Table 4. Cont.

Vessel Capacity
(mL)

Assigned Share
of Algae (%)

Number of
Sample Color Number a Share of Algae

(%) a,b CV (%)

60

2

1 11,162,919 ± 105,121 4.32 ± 0.28

4.94
2 11,361,941 ± 79,123 3.79 ± 0.21
3 11,196,296 ± 149,129 4.23 ± 0.40
4 11,267,031 ± 102,896 4.04 ± 0.27

3

1 11,313,492 ± 62,554 3.92 ± 0.17

3.84
2 11,223,985 ± 163,167 4.16 ± 0.43
3 11,338,202 ± 19,465 3.85 ± 0.05
4 11,199,466 ± 114,112 4.22 ± 0.30

4

1 11,285,418 ± 8900 3.99 ± 0.02

2.38
2 11,331,834 ± 35,978 3.87 ± 0.10
3 11,233,732 ± 141,806 4.13 ± 0.38
4 11,302,818 ± 49,965 3.95 ± 0.13

a Mean of three samples and three series ± standard deviation; b values obtained using the formula (simple linear regression, Figure 2).

A graphical interpretation of the algae share obtained during mixing in a vessel of
different capacities (20, 40 and 60 mL), depending on the amount of the tracer introduced,
is shown in Figures 5–7, and Figure 8 refers to the homogeneity results.
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Table 4 shows the results of the color number obtained from the RGB values for the
images of the mixture samples and the corresponding algae share estimated based on the
simple linear regression formula (Figure 2). Analyzing the presented results, it can be
observed that in each case, the tracer fraction was obtained close to the preset amount,
especially for 3 %and 4% algae (Table 4, Figures 5–7). The average values for the 2% algae
input were 2.76%, 2.69% and 4.09% for the 20, 40 and 60 mL mixing vessels, respectively.
Whereas for the target content of algae equals o 3%, the average values of the key ingredient
were 3.48%, 3.46% and 4.04%; for the target content, of 4% they were 3.80%, 3.96% and
3.98%, respectively. The biggest differentiation of the results (deviation from the mean
value) was noted for the 2% and 3% algae mixtures mixed in a 20 mL vessel. For these cases,
the maximum values of the standard deviation of 1.14 and 0.53, respectively, were obtained.
However, the lowest differentiation occurs in the case of the 4% mixtures mixed in 40
(SD = 0.03) and 60 mL (SD = 0.02) vessels. It can also be observed that in the case of smaller
amounts of the key component (2% and 3% of the preset amount), the determination of its
fraction based on the analysis of the RGB image leads to the overestimation of its amount in
the samples. This is visible especially in the case of mixing wheat flour with 2% algae in a
60 mL vessel. In this case, the computer analysis of the image of the samples showed more
than twice as much as the set amount (average value of 4.09%, Table 4, Figure 7). This may
be due to the imperfection of the computer image analysis. It seems that with the small
share of the coloring substance (algae), grayscale image analysis is not able to accurately
detect the differences in the samples’ colors. This problem does not occur during mixing
with the greater share of the tracer (for example, 4%). Analyzing the mixing process itself
and the obtained algae share, that the key component tends to occupy a specific location
(sector) in the mixing vessel was not observed. This may be caused, among other things,
by the slight differentiation of the mixed materials in terms of particle size (Table 1). In
Figures 5–7, the sample number corresponds to the number of sectors from which three
samples of the mixture were taken. However, it is worth emphasizing that the obtained
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mixture was analyzed only in one dimension, i.e., horizontally. No vertical analysis was
performed. Although the two-dimensional observation is an important issue for the correct
assessment of the quality of the final product [35], this was not the objective of the study at
this stage. The aim of the tests was to verify the usefulness of the image analysis on the
RGB scale to assess the share of tracer in the two-component powder mixtures and thus to
assess the homogeneity of these mixtures. Referring to the standard specimen prepared
in the first step, it can be concluded that this method is simple and reliable. A very high
linear correlation of the variables (color number, algae share) and a highly reliable model
(simple linear regression) were obtained. However, the accuracy of the method depends
on the share of coloring substance (algae). The results concerning the homogeneity of the
tested mixtures based on the image analysis of samples are presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows the results of the coefficient of variation (CV) depending on the preset
amount of the key ingredient (2%, 3% and 4% w/w) and the volume of the mixing vessel
(20, 40 and 60 mL). The coefficient of variation determines the degree of variety of the
tracer share in the samples taken. For an ideal (homogeneous) state of mixing (distribution
of the tracer in the mixture), the CV value is 0. In response to the greater variety of the
tracer share in the collected samples, this coefficient also increases. In the pharmaceutical
industry, the CV serves as the official standard for the mixing of marketed drugs, and its
admissible value is 6% [36]. There is no such standard for the food industry; however, in
practice, it is often used [1,37]. The coefficient is also a determinant of feed homogeneity,
and its acceptable level is CV ≤ 10% [38]. The results of the coefficient of variation obtained
(Table 4, Figure 8) show that only in one case did the homogeneity of the mixture exceed
the acceptable level (CV = 12.13%). It concerns mixing 2% algae in the mixture using
a 20 mL vessel. This is certainly due to the previously indicated large diversity of the
results (max SD = 1.14, Table 4). The remaining results (range between 2.13% and 4.94%)
indicate the correct degree of wheat flour and algae mixing (6% was not exceeded). These
data not only indicate a slight variation in the share of algae in the samples taken (and
thus good homogeneity) but also confirm the usefulness of the proposed method of the
research. Image analysis and the referencing of the data with the obtained pattern give
repeatable results (only slight diversification). However, it is worth optimizing the method
in terms of image acquisition and/or processing especially in the case of a small share of
key components.

4. Discussion

This study describes the possibility of using computer image analysis to determine
the content of the key component (algae) based on the taken samples. The use of this
tool in mixing granular materials is not a novelty. However, it is worth noticing that in
the case of fine-grained materials (powders), the vision methods are constantly being
improved. Some solutions use highly specialized tools, especially tomographic techniques,
such as image analysis, focused on the use of the positron emission particle tracking (PEPT)
technique [39,40]. This technique is used to track particles while being mixed; however,
its accuracy decreases as the particle speed increases. Moreover, this method is quite
expensive [41]. Spectroscopic techniques are also quite popular, especially near-infrared
spectroscopy (NIR), which is the cheapest in this group (but still quite expensive). This
method has found its application especially in the pharmaceutical industry. Research in this
area was carried out, among others, by Wahl et al. to analyze the homogeneity of tablets
obtained in industrial tablet press [42]. Osorio et al. used it to analyze the mixing process
of pharmaceutical powders [43], whereas He et al. used it to assess the effect of cohesion
and granule size on the heterogeneity of pharmaceutical powders [44]. The advantages
of this method are reasonable costs and the online/continuous monitoring of samples.
On the other hand, the disadvantage is the difficulty of detecting smaller components of
the mixture or limited light penetration into the sample. Vision techniques also include
methods based on image analysis of the samples taken. They most often require interference
with the mixed materials in order to take samples (which is a disadvantage of the method)
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but are characterized by simplicity and low cost. Another disadvantage is a considerable
limitation in the case of mixing components of a similar color [41]. The method presented
in this paper also belongs to this group. At this stage, the problem of the need for invasive
sampling certainly remains unsolved. It is worth noticing, however, that the first tests give
highly promising results and the method at this point has advantages such as low cost and
easy performance. It is also worth noticing that the mixed ingredients are contained in food
mixtures used by the industry. What is more, the selection of different proportions of the
key component was made based on wheat pastas available on the market with the addition
of algae. This is an additional advantage of this study. Moreover, no additional/foreign
markers were introduced into the powder mixture. Thanks to that, it is possible to use it in
industrial conditions, and the method itself takes on proenvironmental features (no waste
production). Sampling can take place at any required point of the production line (for
example, from the mixer or from bags with the final product), as well as image acquisition
and its analysis in an adopted laboratory. So far, the methods based on image analysis
required the introduction/use of mixing an ingredient with a color that distinguishes it
from other ingredients. Most often, it consisted of dyeing a selected component such as
couscous groats in black [23] or maize with a fluorescent substance [34]. The use of the
so-called “wet method” can lead to the production of wastes, which, in turn, has a negative
impact on the environment. Moreover, the application of a coloring component makes
this method quite limited. The obtained content of algae based on grayscale and simple
linear regression model (Figure 2) can be used to assess the homogeneity of fine-grained
components. Similar observations have been made by Realpe et al. during the evaluation
of the fraction of lactose and blue lactose based on image analysis and a model using partial
least-squares. The authors developed a calibration model prepared using powder mixtures
from 0% to 100% w/w of the main component in 10% intervals [22]. Therefore, the question
arose whether it is possible to develop a model in a narrower range, i.e., from 0% to 10%
w/w of the main component in 1% intervals. What is the purpose of looking for such a
solution? The answer is that in food production, additives such as dyes, preservatives
and others are used in small amounts (a few percent of the mixture). Therefore, obtaining
this type of tool will allow using it in industrial practice for a quick assessment of the
homogeneity of the mixed system and thus the effective determination of the right time of
mixing. In the work of Realpe et al., a highly reliable (R2 > 0.9) model was obtained [22].

The presented studies are pilot studies, and the results are highly promising. On top
of that, based on the authors’ experience, it seems possible to develop a method to obtain a
palette of standards, which will then be used to assess the homogeneity of fine-grained
mixtures (for example, pastas fortified with algae, spinach, paprika and others) not only in
laboratory conditions. Therefore, tests with different powder components are planned, the
methodology will be clarified (especially in the field of the acquisition of sample images),
and the procedure for using the proposed tool will be defined. The key component is
certainly the issue related to the acquisition of images (the need to separate external factors,
as well as digital camera parameters and settings). However, when it comes to RGB data
acquisition (analysis of the acquired image), it seems that there is no need to use the Patan®

program used by the authors. Another (more widely available) program can probably be
used. However, this requires additional analysis. Moreover, it is planned to conduct image
analysis based on the CIE L*a*b* method. The usefulness and effectiveness of this method
have been confirmed in tests on food products [21,45,46].

5. Conclusions

• The authors obtained a model (simple linear regression) to predict the concentration
of algae in a mixture with wheat flour. This model is highly reliable, with an R2 value
of 0.9588.

• The share of key components affects the accuracy of the presented method. Greater
differentiation of the results and deviation from the settled amount of algae were
noted for the 2% mixture than for the 3% and 4% mixtures.
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• Only in one case (mixture with 2% algae mixed in a 20 mL vessel) did the obtained
mixture not have good homogeneity (CV = 12.13%). The coefficient of variation for
the remaining mixtures showed good homogeneity (CV < 6%).

• The obtained results indicate the possibility of using the RGB scale for image analysis
to assess the homogeneity of the two-component powder mixture (in this case, wheat
flour–algae). However, the possibilities of the described method seem to be dependent
on the share of the coloring component. A small amount of additives (like algae) can
be a limitation of this method. Moreover, tests were carried out on two-component
systems, so it is not known if (and how) they can be used in multicomponent mixtures.

• The presented results are a preliminary element of the planned work. The next step
will require a closer look at the acquisition and analysis of the image. It is possible that
there are available techniques to improve the accuracy of this method for mixtures
with a small share of key components. Moreover, tests with other flours, such as maize
and rice, or the starch of these flours with additivities, paprika, spinach, tomato and
beetroot, are planned.

• The authors believe it is possible to develop a method to assess the homogeneity
of fine-grained mixtures (for example, pastas fortified with algae, spinach, paprika
and others) that can be used in industrial conditions (of course also in laboratory
conditions).
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